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2016 Course “Changes!”... Evolution!!!
In an effort to improve our training environments and better our players, U.S. Soccer
is taking a more holistic, candidate-centered approach to coach development.
Each license in the pathway builds as you progress, which will be reflected in the
length of each course.

Gary Stephenson
Eastern Pennsylvania
Youth Soccer
Assistant Technical
Director

This chart shows the Player Development Zone, as
well as the Developmental Stage, for each age
group of player.
The chart also shows the corresponding license in
the U.S. Soccer pathway for each age group.
Note that while the C and B courses both focus on
the U15-U18 player in Zone 2, the B
course is focused on elite youth player
development.
Coaches should utilize this chart to make sure they
are working with age appropriate players prior to
and while attending a course.

C License

Beginning in 2016, the C course will adopt a similar structure to the D
course.
The C course will consist of two face-to-face meetings, over the span
of roughly three months.
Meeting 1, which will take place over multiple days, is similar to the
educational phase
from the previous course structure.
Following Meeting 1, coaches will return home to their environments.
Evaluation will take place in a separate meeting.

The C course will also have initial assignments, that will be due before
the first face-to-face meeting takes place.
Meeting 1 will then occur at an approved location, over the span of
multiple days.
After the completion of Meeting 1, candidates will also have
assignments or tasks to complete during the Development Period,
which takes place in a candidates’ home environment.
The second, final meeting will take place roughly three months after
Meeting 1, and will take place at an approved location determined by
U.S. Soccer.
The final meeting will include a candidates’ evaluation.

“Changes!” No Evolution!!!
The A, B and C courses will follow a similar structure, with each opportunity building upon
the previous.
As a coach progresses from course to course, you will notice an increased level of
commitment.
This can be identified through the longer course structure and the additional meetings
involved at the A and B level.

B License

The B course will consist of 3 total face-to-face meetings over
roughly 4 months.
The first 2 of these meetings will take place at a location approved by
U.S. Soccer.
The final meeting will be an evaluation where U.S. Soccer staff will
oversee the candidate in their environment.

The B course will have a set of initial assignments prior to the first face-toface meeting.
Candidates will also have developmental tasks during and in between the
scheduled meetings
The tasks in between meetings will take place during the Development
Periods, which will occur in a candidate’s home environment.
After Meeting 2, and the final Development Period, the candidate will
transition to the final meeting.
The final meeting will also take place in a candidate’s environment.
In the final meeting, the candidate’s instructor will evaluate them on an
individual basis.
Registration for the B course will be an application-based process.

A License

The updated A course follows a similar format to that of the B course,
with one additional face-to-face meeting.
A courses will consist of 4 total face-to-face meetings over the span
of roughly 6 months.
The first 3 of these meetings will take place at an approved location.
The final meeting will be an evaluation of the candidate in their
environment.

Much like the B and C courses, the A course will also have a set of
initial assignments before the first face-to-face meeting.
Candidates will have tasks or assignments to complete during these
meetings, as well as in between them.
The task or assignment between meetings will take place during the
Development Period, which will occur in a candidate’s home
environment.
After Meeting 3, and the candidate’s final Development Period, the
candidate will move to the final meeting.
The final meeting will consist of the instructor overseeing the candidate
in their environment.
Registration for the A course will be an application-based process.

COACHING EDUCATION HONOR ROLL
National E License
Etters

• PHILIPPE BORTZ
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WILL DELAVAN
DAN FIORENZA
SETH GARRETT
JIM GEDNEY
BRYAN GETTMAN
CHRISTOPHER GRAF
SHELBY HARAS
GREG HILL
NICKLAS
HOSTETTER

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

JOE HOWARD
MATTHEW LANE
LAURENT LAZERT
MEGHAN LEDWITH
CHUCK LOWRY
EDISON LUCERO
RANDY LUTZ
MARK MOLNAR
CHRIS SCHWAB
DOUG SMITH
NICOLE SNYDER
M. SCOTT SNYDER
TITO TEP
STEVEN WELLER

September 2015
Coaching Licenses
Awarded

UPCOMING COACHING COURSES

National E License
S Middleton SA
Biling Springs
13-15 November 2015

National E License
Red Lion YSL
Windsor
4-6 December 2015

For more information, details and registration, please visit EPYSA.org

Game Watcher
U.S. NATIONAL TEAM

MAJOR SOCCER LEAGUE

ENGLISH PREMIER LEAGUE

CLUB

Oct. 21, 7:00PM
USWNT v Brazil

Oct. 21, 8:30PM
Kansas City v Colorado

Oct. 24, 8:30PM
West Ham v Chelsea

Oct. 24, 2:30PM
U10 Girls
CV Utd v Lititz

Oct. 25, 2:30PM
USWNT v Brazil

Oct. 25, 5:00PM
Union v Orlando City

Oct. 25, 10:05AM
Man Utd v Man City

Oct. 24, 1:00PM
U14 Girls
Lebco v Green Castle

WOMEN’S COLLEGE

MEN’S COLLEGE

HIGH SCHOOL

DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY

Oct. 21, 12:00PM
W Chester v
Lockhaven

Oct. 20, 3:00PM
DeSales v Delval

Oct. 19, Boys 3:45PM
N Penn v Soundertown

Oct. 24,
Continental FC v NJCSA

Oct. 20, Girls 3:45PM
Villa J v Villa M

Oct. 24,
PHL Union v
NY Red Bulls

Oct. 22, 7:00PM
LaSalle v
Richmond

Oct. 31, 7:00PM
Villanova v Georgetown

MEET THE COACH

John Oberholzter, Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer Staff Coach
In 2014, John Oberholtzer received
Eastern Pennsylvania Youth
Soccer’s Excellence in Coaching
Award. It was a well-deserved honor.
Oberholtzer, a Hamburg, Pa. native,
played collegiately at West Chester
State (now West Chester University)
during the school’s hey-day in the
1960’s. He joined the Marines upon
graduation before becoming a fulltime Physical Education teacher and
coach. Some forty years later, the
man affectionately known as Obie
remains a part of the Eastern
Pennsylvania Olympic Development
Program Staff. He recently sat down
with us to discuss his career in
soccer and beyond. You said you
never played youth soccer. You
only played high school. So could
you possibly compare the
environment that you grew up in
playing the game and the
environment that exists today?
Well we certainly weren’t forced. It
wasn’t laborious. We found ways to
enjoy it. My brothers were older—
seven and nine years older—so I
followed them and watched them
play. We play in the backyard or
pickup or a wall. I really had to
personalize my game a lot more than
I think these kids because they’re so
structured coaching-wise. Do they
ever really have introspection as to
‘Can I do all this stuff?’ Is there a
drive other than the games or this
massive soccer structure? So, my
development in soccer was really on
me.
Was that unique to your
community? Did it come from the
culture you grew up in?
We only had soccer, basketball and
baseball. You tried to play three
sports. We had no youth (soccer)
even in Berks County. I followed my
brothers playing for the Reading
Amerks, which was a German club,
the Liederkranz. And I watched the
Germans play ever since I was

young. And they were simple and
very good. My examples were
excellent. I couldn’t ask for better
examples as a young player
watching soccer talent.
Was there a certain trait that
defined the play in the area you
grew up in including at the
German-Hungarian Club?
When I played in the Major Division
in Philadelphia it was really good
soccer. I mean I was just lucky to
play with UGH. Maybe “Oberholtzer”
helped. My last name. I was very,
very lucky to play with those players.
I always felt at a loss in regarding
people who have played. The
amount of time these players have
had with good coaching, meaning
players that I played with were
coached by (former US Men’s
National Team coach) Walt Bahr. You
don’t get any better than Walt Bahr
and I played with his sons. I’m one of
those guys who says I played with
this guy or I played with this guy and
I don’t know if they say the same
thing about me. I knew my role in
that environment. I grew
tremendously as a player and
absolutely as a coach, because I
was exposed to some of the best
soccer in amateur ball at that time.
Do you feel resentment because
you grew up in such a strong
soccer culture at UGH and yet
there’s this sense that only now
are we slowly becoming a soccer
country?
It was top-level amateur (then). In
talks with other coaches, I ask that
stuff. What’s the difference between
the player now and the player then?
I think we had great players back
then that obviously would be great
players now. I just think the broad
spectrum has gone up. I go to an
ODP tryout and say how do I pick
these guys? They all look the same.
They’re very good players. So when
you’re picking those players, it’s

much
harder
than it was
20-25
years ago.
It was
obvious
sometimes
with the
ODP. Now
the level has gone up. No, I’m not
resentful. I’m really thankful that
soccer has grown because it’s such
a great, fun game. Maybe sometimes
I wonder if they have the drive that
those players had (in my era) that
really had more of themselves
required. They didn’t have the
structure.
How did you get into coaching?
I’m a teacher. So I tried out for the
professionals when I got out of the
Marine Corps. I made the first cut
then some guys were released from
a big team—(New York) Cosmos or
something. As I watched them walk
into the locker room, (laughs), I take
my cleats off, put them in the bag
and I said you know maybe I’ll just
concentrate on teaching. There was
no money in the game anyway. It
would’ve been just a passion to
continue or grow. I’m a teacher and
the difference between me and some
of the other coaches is that I’m a
teacher. I’m not just a coach.

MEET THE COACH

John Oberholzter, Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer Staff Coach
I would imagine there were some
pros and cons going from the US
Marine Corps to coaching…
I was very hard on my first couple
years of kids. They’ll tell you that
specifically, ‘They survived me.’ I was
lucky enough to run into some really
good soccer people that have
calmed me down, (laughs). It was a
tough transition for me. Luckily a guy
like (former NASL professional)
Randy Garber or (1972 US Olympic
team member) Casey Bahr or Eddie
Lee…all of these guys that I was
associated with at UGH or through
coaching opened me up to a
friendlier situation.
But were there positive aspects
that you took from the Marines?
Absolutely. I got the most out of
everybody. If you couldn’t play I got
more out of you. Without question.
There was no compromise. In some
ways, the lack of talent in those days
too, we beat teams that we shouldn’t
beat. This game is a cruel game. You
can be better and still lose.
Are there are any highlights that
stay with you from your coaching
career?
To be very honest with you, every
year to me is a highlight. Some years
can be more frustrating. Some more
rewarding. Some I questioned myself
on a day to day basis on whether I
know enough in this game. And if I’m
servicing my players well enough.
I’ve always been a student of the
game. I always question myself. I’m
not a know-it-all. I think the game
has been really good to me.
Hopefully I’ve serviced it well enough
in whatever capacity I’m able to do. I
think a lot of people who don’t get
highlighted in their career as the
winningest coach or whatever…the
rewards of coaching are the people
you experience. And I’ve just
experienced some really good
people both coaches and players.
From people who have scored 100

goals in a season to those people
who have just knocked themselves
out to fill a role on a team. For me, I
don’t have any personal highlights.
Playing for West Chester was a rush
for me. They were great guys. We
were like a fraternity. And playing for
UGH, I always bring that up because
I respected all the players I played
with. EPYSA has been fantastic for
me. It’s helped me with licensing and
that stuff. It’s really helped my
coaching.
I think one of the biggest
challenges for any coach
especially one that’s been around
awhile—there always seems to be
stubbornness or a reluctance to
change. So how have you evolved
from when you first got in to now?
What comes around goes around.
The game itself is pretty simple. I’m
going to quote Walt Bahr. He makes
it as simple as you can. I’ve found
out a lot of good players keep it
simple. He was asked one time, I
believe I’m quoting him correctly,
what system he used when (the
United States) beat England (in the
1950 FIFA World Cup). His response
was, ‘What do you mean? What
system?’ Well what did you use, a
4-3-3 or a 4-4-2. He says, ‘When we
have the ball we try to put up as
many players as we possibly can.
And when we lose the ball we try to
get as many players back.’ I don’t
think the game has changed a whole
lot. I think you can sophisticate
through systems but I think basically
it’s the same thing. I think every
coach that worries about the system
is not ahead of the game. I think
what they have to do is look at the
player inside the system, which is
common knowledge. You can’t just
teach a system. You have to have
the players to fit that system. And
you have to be able to adjust to your
opponent. For me, I haven’t resisted
change. I didn’t like flat-back four

(two
outside
backs, two
center
backs),
because I
didn’t have
fast backs.
So I played
a sweeper.
When I tried to put a sweeper in
Council Rock South with the Girls
they resisted me. I caved in, played a
flat-back and lost on breakaways. In
saying that, I don’t know if a modern
coach knows how to play against a
sweeper. I don’t think change is a
necessity to advance.
When I really think of soccer is it
trying to get the best 11 players out
on the field? Or, can you coach those
players that need development and
get them to that level? For me that’s
coaching.
The Marines have a very famous
motto (Semper fidelis). Do you
have a motto as a coach?
The more you sweat in peace, the
less you bleed in war. So the harder
you practice, the better prepared you
are. I don’t have, hopefully, easy
practices. I will add that I don’t do all
the running that made all those poor
players from the ‘70’s do. They now
run without knowing it. I think that’s
the genius behind good coaching—to
make them work without them
knowing they’re working hard.

DIGITAL COACHING CENTER (DCC)

The U.S. Soccer Digital Coaching Center (DCC), is a state-of-the art online educational platform. The
DCC allows coaches to create a personal profile, register for courses, communicate with technical staff,
take part in online courses, create session plans with an online graphics tool, access an archive of U.S.
Soccer training sessions and much more.
Available on EPYSA.org

The11+
A complete warm-up program

For the complete FIFA “The 11+” cards
they are available on the website!

U8 Week 6 By G Stephenson, Assistant Technical Director
TECHNICAL WARM-UP

Gates Dribble

TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L. Place a pairs of cones (2-3 yds wide)
throughout the space making several gates. Each player should have a ball at
their feet. Count the number of gates dribbled through in a specific amount of
time. Players have to go through each gate before the can go through the
same gate again. Variations - -R foot only -L foot only -Inside foot dribble Laces dribble
Technique of Dribbling:
-Head up, eyes looking forward to open space -Direct touches towards space
that you want to enter
Tactics of Dribbling:
-Smaller touches to get through gate -Larger touches in space to a new gate

Gates Passing

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L. Place a pairs of cones (2-3 yds wide)
throughout the space making several gates. Players should work in pairs with
(1) ball between them. Players are to pass to one another through each gate.
Count the number of gates passed through during a specific amount of time .
Players have to go through each gate once before the can go through the
same gate again.
Technique of Passing:
-Use the inside of the foot to strike the middle of the ball -Put your non-kicking
foot next to the ball, and point it to your teammate -Follow through with your
kick/pass
Tactics of Passing:
-Pass to your teammate, or where they will be

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY
Gates Passing with Defenders
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L. Place a pairs of cones (2-3 yds wide)
throughout the space making several gates. Players should work in pairs with
(1) ball between them. Players are to pass to one another through each gate.
Pass for time to collect the highest number of gates. Players have to go
through each gate before the can go through the same gate again. Defenders
can steal the ball and dribble around to keep the ball away from the pairs.
Pairs should steal ball back from defender and keep counting their gates.
Passing & Dribbling Decisions:
-What should I do pass or dribble? -Who am I looking for to know if I should
pass or dribble? -Where should we go to keep possession of the ball?

GAME
Play 4v4. Set up as many fields as the numbers will allow (20W x 30L).
Play for 8 minutes, get a water break, and play again.
Reinforce all coaching points above

U10 Week 6 By G Stephenson, Assistant Technical Director
Individual Defending

TECHNICAL WARM-UP

Individual Partner Defending Technique
TRAINING AREA - 40Wx 30L. Players in a groups 2-3 with (1)
ball. Each group works on "defensive technique."
*1v1 Defensive Technique - dribbling
*1v1 Defensive Technique - no turn
*1v2 Defensive Technique - intercept pass
Players should go through each type of defending situation and
rotate. Player in possession (dribbling/passing) tries to beat the
defender. Rotate offense-defense each turn. Rest after 45 sec,
stretch 90 sec, repeat.
Coaching Points:
Approach quickly to the ball – long strides; Slow down as you
approach the ball – short, choppy strides; Bend knees, weight
on toes when pressuring the ball; Move feet, hips, and head as
the offensive player moves the ball

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY
2v2 score on two goals
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L. Place (2) cones 3 yards apart
in each corner forming a "goal" for a total of (4) goals. Coach
starts with the balls. Coach plays ball to one team. While the
ball travels, the team who did not receive the ball runs on to
defend against the team in possession. Both teams score by
passing/shooting the ball through the "goals."
Coaching Points:
Defensive technique = cover the ground, get down, & stay
down!; Tackle the ball: when the ball is AWAY from offensive
player

EXPANDED SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY
4v4 score on one large goal & two goals
TRAINING AREA = 30W x 40L. Place (2) cones 3 yards apart
in each two corners forming a "goal" for a total of (2) goals.
Place one large goal at the opposite end.
Play for pre-determined amount of time. Red team defends large
goal, and white defends two goals. After each period change the
goals defended.
Coaching Points:
Defensive technique = cover the ground, get down, & stay
down!; Tackle the ball: when the ball is AWAY from offensive
player;
What - The direction to apply pressure, or force the ball;
Why - This is to encourage the opposition to go away from the
goal, and towards your supporting teammates

GAME
Play 7v7 with specific formations for each team.
Reinforce all points above

U12 Week 6 By G Stephenson, Assistant Technical Director
Individual Attacking Decision - Pass, Dribble, Shoot

TECHNICAL WARM-UP
Attacking Warm-up
TRAINING AREA - 20W x 30L. Players should be in groups of (2) with (1) ball
between them. Dribble & pass to one another throughout the space. Work on
various (2) player combinations:
-1/2 touch passing, through balls, overlaps, wall passes, etc.
Coaching Points:
What - Individual decision when in the attack; When - As the player receives
the ball and begins attack

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY
2v2+1 to (1) small goal
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L. Position (1) small goal on each end-line for
the teams to attack. Red (2) v White (2) +1 (neutral player). Score by passing
the ball in the goal.
Coaching Points:
What - Decision to pass, dribble, or shoot; Who - The player in possession of
the ball; If there is pressure on the ball and limited space behind the
defender(pass); If there is limited pressure on the ball, and available space
behind the defender (dribble)

EXPANDED SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY
4v4 (1) goal & (2) counter goals
TRAINING AREA = 30W x 40L. Place (1) small goal on one end-line, and on
the opposite end place (2) cones in each corner 3 yards apart making (2)
goals. Red (4) v White (4). Score by passing through the cones & goal. Rotate
goals to attack.
Coaching Points:
What - Decision to penetrate (shoot/dribble) or possess the ball; Who - The
player(s) without the ball; When - As the ball travels to their teammates; Why The support & movement of teammates will help the player with the ball better
understand their options - dribble, shoot, or pass

GAME
Play 8v8 with specific formations for each team.
Reinforce all points above

U14 Week 6 By G Stephenson, Assistant Technical
Improve

teams ability to build up from the defensive half

TECHNICAL WARM-UP
Overload Build Up
TRAINING AREA = 30W x 30L. Place (1) goal on each end line. Organize 4v4 in
each area. Start with 1v1 and progress to 4v4. A new player comes on the field:
after a goal, or ball out of bounds. 1v1-2v1-2v2-3v2-3v3-4v3-4v4. Red & white
teams score by passing the ball into the goal
Coaching Points:
Application of defensive technique & pressure; Who - Pressuring Defender (1st
defender) - Angle, Speed and Distance of approach; Tackle the ball on a poor touch,
or delay the ball when opposition is in possession without support; Who Recovering defender; Recovery run = Behind the ball, preferably behind pressuring
defender

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

6v6 - Big Goal & Small Goals

TRAINING AREA = 60W x 70L. Place (2) cones in each corner 3 yards wide
making (2) goals above the mid-line. Place (1) goal on the opposite end line. Play
6v6 to goal. When red scores, White (server) immediately plays ball back into
white team. Red defends, denies penetration, and delays while teammate
recovers defensively. Red scores by dribbling through cone goals, white scores by
passing/shooting the ball in the goal.
Coaching Points:
Who - The closest two players to the ball = pressuring (1st) & covering defenders
(2nd); Direct pressure away from goal, or towards defenders (support/cover,
balance); Tackle the ball on a poor touch, or delay the ball when opposition is in
possession without support ; All other defenders recovery run = Behind the ball,
preferably behind pressuring defender

EXPANDED SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY
7v7 - Big Goals
TRAINING AREA = 60W x 70L. Place (1) goal on each for the teams to score
on. Red & white score by passing/shooting the ball into the goal
Coaching Points:
Who - The balance player (furthest from the ball) & recovering defender; What As the furthest from the ball, the balancing player may need to shift forward and
across to reduce penetration (runs, passes, dribble) through the center of the
field; Recovery run = Behind the ball, preferably behind pressuring defender

GAME
Play 9v9 game with specific formations for each team.
Reinforce all points above
GK-3-2-3

U16 Week 6 By G Stephenson, Assistant Technical Director
Develop the ability to recognize when & where to penetrate v possess #6,#8,#10

TECHNICAL WARM-UP
Penetration & Possession Passing
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L. Place (2) flags, poles, cones, etc. at the
midway point of the space. Place (2) cones at the end of the vertical space.
Position 4 players at each marker. Combinations #10-6-10-9. Repeat the
patter with #9-8. Vary the touch restrictions on possession passes, and type of
service on the penetration - drive, lofted, curled, instep, etc
Technical application of technique (passing, receiving, dribbling); Who -#10,
6, 8, 9 *When - If there is space to play into, and a teammate to connect with =
penetration; If there is no advanced player to connect with = possession

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY
6v6 (1) large goal & (2) counter goals
TRAINING AREA = 60W x 70L. Play with #6,8,10,7,11,9. Red attacks large
goal, white attacks (2) counter goals. Encourage recognition of penetration
passing moments & opportunities. If penetration is not possible, emphasize
maintaining possession
Coaching Points
Technical application of technique (passing, receiving, dribbling); Who -#10, 6,
8, 9; When - If there is space to play into, and a teammate to connect with =
penetration; If there is no advanced player to connect with = possession; Why
= Fewer defenders & more space will lead to greater success going forward to
goal

EXPANDED SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY
8v8 to (2) large goals
TRAINING AREA = 60W x 80L Play with #K,4,6,8,10,11,7,9. Red attacks 1
large goal, white attacks other large goal. Encourage recognition of
penetration passing moments & opportunities. If penetration is not possible,
emphasize maintaining possession
Coaching Points
Technical application of technique (passing, receiving, dribbling); Who -#10, 6,
8, 9; When - If there is space to play into, and a teammate to connect with =
penetration; If there is no advanced player to connect with = possession; Why
= Fewer defenders & more space will lead to greater success going forward to
goal

GAME
Play 9v9 game with specific formations for each team.
Reinforce all points above
GK-3-2-3

Jim Fleeting
Director of
Football
Development
Scottish FA

When:

February 5th - 13th, 2016

Why:

Two match training and games

Where:

England and Scotland

Who:

Coaches

Cost:

$2095

Whats included:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Round trip flights
4 nights in shared (twin) rooms a 3* Glasgow
area hotel
3 nights in shared (twin) rooms a 3* Manchester
area hotel
Breakfast daily.
Full time bus transportation
Game tickets to two SPL/EPL games
Educational lectures
Visit to pro club sessions
Old Trafford Stadium Entry fee and guided tour
Assistance of an Excel Sports Representative

ACT FAST! SPACE IS LIMITED ...
Watch the professionals train and play in their own
environment. Experience the culture first hand and get
caught in the passion of game day!!!
Contact Gary Stephenson
Visit www.epysa.org/coaching_education/coach_trip
Gstephenson@epysa.org
(610) 238-9966
Limited Space

